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Context: **Trust Policies**
The *TPL* Trust Policy Language  [MSW*19]

Originally created for the H2020 project LIGHTest

**Design Goals:**

- Support of various Trust Management concepts
- Modularity
- Declarativity and expressive power
- Formal precision and accountability
The TPL Trust Policy Language

- Based on horn clauses (Classical Logic, Prolog-like syntax)
- Built-in predicates for trust management concepts
- Formats provide extensible parser system
  (custom formats based on, e.g., XMLDSig/XAdES, PAdES, CAdES, ...)
- Isabelle-verified Verifier RPx

```prolog
accept(Form) :-
    extract(Form, format, registrationFormat),
    extract(Form, birth_credential, Credential),
    extract(Credential, format, x509_credential),
    extract(Credential, date_of_birth, Birthdate),
    calculateAge(Birthdate, Age), Age >= 12.
```
Natural-language and graphical *TPL* editors [MN19, WP19]

Enables authoring of policies by (non-technical) domain experts.
Background: **Distributed Ledgers (DLs)**

“Blockchain”

- Data store on distributed nodes
- Nodes use consensus protocol [Nak08, XZLH20]
- Trust distributed among nodes
Background: **Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI)**

- Identity management model [ZZS14]
- Users in sovereign/full control of their data

- New (proposed) standards:
  - Verifiable Credentials (W3C VCs) [SLC19]
  - Decentralized Identifiers (W3C DIDs) [RSL+ 21]
    - DID Documents, DID Registries, ...
Vision: *SSI TPL*
SSI TPL: Motivation

- We introduced TPL for a pre-SSI world
- No support for SSI concepts and distributed trust registries

→ Extend TPL with **support for DL, SSI** (DIDs and VCs)
- Enable new concepts to increase privacy

Building block for automating global trust management.
**SSI TPL: Goals**

- Adapt TPL for the SSI world without modifying the syntax
- Enable use of SSI concepts and trust sources in TPL
- Support both LIGHTest concepts (eIDAS, ...) and SSI concepts in the same policy
Example Use Case

A pan-european portal where teenagers can have supervised discussions about the future of the continent.

In our example a teenager registers at the portal.
Roles:
VC Holder = Verifiable Credential Holder = The Teenager

Flow

1. Authenticate & DID Ownership
2. Register DID doc
3. Issue Credentials

IDP

VC Holder

Distributed Ledger

SP
Roles:
VC Holder = Verifiable Credential Holder
SP = Service Provider
Transaction = The registration of the teenager at the portal

Transaction = The registration of the teenager at the portal

Flow

IDP

VC Holder

SP

Distributed Ledger

4. Transaction (incl. Credentials)
5. Prove DID Ownership
6. Resolve DID
7. Transaction Response
Roles:
VC Holder = Verifiable Credential Holder
SP = Service Provider
Transaction = The registration of the teenager at the portal

Flow

1. Authenticate & DID Ownership
2. Register DID doc
3. Issue Credentials
4. Transaction (incl. Credentials)
5. Prove DID Ownership
6. Resolve DID
7. Transaction Response

SP runs the TPL Interpreter.
Concept idea

Enable support for SSI in TPL by introducing

- new formats, and
- a new built-in predicate.

Let us see how!
New formats

ssi_credential: format for Verifiable Credential (VC).

We can check if some given data follows this format:

```python
extract(Credential, format, ssi_credential),
```

Then we can extract attributes:

```python
extract(Credential, date_of_birth, Birthdate),
```
New formats

**ssiCredential**: format for Verifiable Credential (VC).

We can check if some given data follows this format:

```python
extract(Credential, format, ssi_credential),
```

Then we can extract attributes:

```python
extract(Credential, date_of_birth, Birthdate),
```

**ssi_diddoc**: format for DID Documents.

We can check if some given data follows this format:

```python
extract(DIDDoc, format, ssi_diddoc),
```

Then we can extract attributes:

```python
extract(DIDDoc, pk, PK),
```
New formats

ssi_credential: format for Verifiable Credential (VC).

We can check if some given data follows this format:

\[
\text{extract}(\text{Credential, format, ssi\_credential}),
\]

Then we can extract attributes:

\[
\text{extract}(\text{Credential, date\_of\_birth, Birthdate}),
\]

ssi_diddoc: format for DID Documents.

We can check if some given data follows this format:

\[
\text{extract}(\text{DIDDoc, format, ssi\_diddoc}),
\]

Then we can extract attributes:

\[
\text{extract}(\text{DIDDoc, pk, PK}),
\]

Note: The precise set of attributes depends on the context.
New built-in predicate

resolveDID(DID_subject, Min_block_age, DID_document)

Input: The DID to resolve.

Input: The minimal age of the block. E.g. if \( \text{Min\_block\_age} = 3 \) then the document is on the 3’rd newest block or older.

Output: The DID document that the DID resolves to.
Building a predicate for the SSI world

get_DIDdoc(DID, PK, DIDDoc) :-
    resolveDID(DID, 3, DIDDoc),
    extract(DIDDoc, format, ssi_diddoc),
    extract(DIDDoc, pk, PK), verify_signature(DIDDoc, PK).

Resolves a DID to get its public key and DID document.
And checks that the DID document is correctly signed.
Building a predicate for the SSI world

```
get_DIDdoc(DID, PK, DIDDoc) :-
    resolveDID(DID, 3, DIDDoc),
    extract(DIDDoc, format, ssi_diddoc),
    extract(DIDDoc, pk, PK), verify_signature(DIDDoc, PK).
```

Resolves a DID to get its public key and DID document. And checks that the DID document is correctly signed.
Building a predicate for the eIDAS world

```prolog
checkIssuer(DIDDoc) :-
    extract(DIDDoc, trustScheme, TrustSchemeClaim),
    trustScheme(TrustSchemeClaim, eIDAS_trustscheme),
    trustlist(TrustSchemeClaim, TrustListEntry),
    extract(TrustListEntry, publicKey, PK),
    verifySignature(DIDDoc, PK).
```

Checks that a credential’s Issuer is eIDAS qualified using the trust scheme claim in their DID document.
Building a predicate for the eIDAS world

check_issuer(DIDDoc) :-
  extract(DIDDoc, trustScheme, TrustSchemeClaim),
  trustscheme(TrustSchemeClaim, eIDAS_trustscheme),
  trustlist(TrustSchemeClaim, TrustListEntry),
  extract(TrustListEntry, pubKey, PK),
  verify_signature(DIDDoc, PK).

From the eIDAS world

Checks that a credential’s Issuer is eIDAS qualified using the trust scheme claim in their DID document.
A policy using both predicates

```prolog
accept(Form) :-
    extract(Form, format, registrationFormat),
    extract(Form, birthCredential, Credential),
    extract(Credential, format, ssiCredential),
    extract(Credential, date_of_birth, Birthdate),
    calculateAge(Birthdate, Age), Age >= 12, Age < 19,
    extract(Credential, dIDsubject, DIDDsubject),
    extract(Credential, dIDissuer, DIDDissuer),
    get_DIDdoc(DIDsubject, PKu, DIDDDocSubject),
    verify_signature(Form, PKu),
    get_DIDdoc(DIDissuer, PKi, DIDDDocIssuer),
    verify_signature(Credential, PKi),
    check_issuer(DIDDDocIssuer).
```

The credential claims that the subject is a teenager.

Extract DID of subject and issuer.

Get and check the corresponding DID Documents, and verify signatures.

Check that the issuer is eIDAS qualified
A policy using both predicates

accept(Form) :-
   extract(Format, format, registrationFormat),
   extract(Format, birth_credential, Credential),
   extract(Credential, format, ssi_credential),
   extract(Credential, date_of_birth, Birthdate),
   calculateAge(Birthdate, Age), Age >= 12, Age < 19,
   extract(Credential, dIDsubject, DIDsubject),
   extract(Credential, dIDissuer, DIDissuer),
   get_DIDdoc(DIDsubject, PKu, DIDDocSubject),
   verify_signature(Form, PKu),
   get_DIDdoc(DIDissuer, PKi, DIDDocIssuer),
   verify_signature(Credential, PKi),
   checkIssuer(DIDDocIssuer).

The credential claims that the subject is a teenager.

Extract DID of subject and issuer.

Get and check the corresponding DID Documents, and verify signatures.

Check that the issuer is eIDAS qualified.

From the SSI world

From the eIDAS world
Accountability and verification

We want to make trust decisions accountable:
- A business transaction can enter a legal dispute.
- Then we need to look at what happened.

Idea: A small “package”

Policy
+
Trust information from a server (e.g. identity documents)
Accountability and verification

Your trust decision was wrong!

Customer

Service Provider
Accountability and verification

- Customer
- Service Provider

Policy + Trust information from a server

No it was correct! This package proves it.
Accountability and verification

Verdict: The decision was correct.

Customer

Policy
+ Trust information from a server

Service Provider

No it was correct! This package proves it.
Accountability and verification

Problem: There is room for a counter argument!
Let us take a look again.
Accountability and verification

Your trust decision was wrong!
Accountability and verification

Customer

Policy
+ Trust information from a server

Service Provider

No it was correct! This package proves it.
Accountability and verification

The information is not on the server.

Customer

Policy

+ Trust information from a server

Service Provider
Accountability and verification

Customer

Policy
+ Trust information from a server

Service Provider

Someone must have changed the state of the server
Accountability and verification

Customer

Service Provider

Verdict: None.

Policy
+ Trust information from a server

Someone must have changed the state of the server
Accountability and verification

Suggested solution:

By having trust information on a ledger we can see the history.

Since the ledger is distributed we do not have to blindly trust some single organization's records.

But the information should be on an “old enough” block!

```
resolveDID(DID_subject, Min_block_age, DID_document)
```

Should be “sufficiently large”!
Accountability and verification

There is also another challenge:

- The TPL interpreter makes decisions.
- The TPL interpreter is software.
- Software can have bugs.
- The TPL interpreter could in principle -- despite all of our testing -- have a bug.
Accountability and verification

What if a transaction was accepted only because of a bug in the TPL interpreter’s reasoning?

The TPL interpreter can make a proof certificate: (p, q, b)

- p: TPL policy
- q: query
- b: record of calls to the built-in predicates and results

We can then check the reasoning using RPx:

- RPx is a first-order theorem prover
- RPx is implemented independently from the TPL interpreter
- RPx’s inference engine is verified in the Isabelle/HOL proof assistant
  - Thus, bugs in RPx are unlikely.
Accountability and verification

Will the proof certificates and RPx work for SSI?

Yes!

The proof certificate is independent of the concrete formats and predicates. RPx is independent of the concrete concrete formats and predicates.

Therefore it works for SSI and DL “out of the box”.
Future work and outlook

Implementation

- The obvious next step!

Range proofs

- In our example, the user sends his birth date to the service provider.
- But only one bit of information is needed: “Is the user a teenager or not?”
- Range proofs can solve this.
Conclusion

We have shown how the SSI concepts fit in TPL:

- Requires two new formats and a new built-in predicate.
- These can be used as components in other predicates.

There are several advantages:

- This allows for policies that rely on identities from the SSI world.
- Trust information is stored on a ledger.
- RPx gives us an independent pair of eyes for the TPL interpreter.
- Policies can simultaneously rely on SSI and eIDAS.
The Paper

**Adapting the TPL Trust Policy Language for a Self-Sovereign Identity World.**
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